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Use EMCP to 
Search partner 
Limited use of TCP; results of 
collaboration exchanged using XML files 
No TCP 
integration 
Secure area in the EMCP used for data exchange and the negotiation process 
 
Secure area in the EMCP used for data exchange and the negotiation process; 
coordinating XML file transfer 
 
Partners have access to TCP; info exchanged through XML 
files; higher level of control over process 
 
Secure area in the EMCP used for data exchange and the 
negotiation process; coordinating XML file transfer 
 
Collaboration mostly performed through TCP; partners have access to TCP; user has access to providers VPN 





EuroVIP aims to:  
“improve the competitive position of European maritime SMEs 
through the creation of effective collaborative and  
co-ordinated partnerships for the exchange of  
service, technology and information  
advances and innovations from industry and academia” 
About EuroVIP 
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European Maritime Collaboration Portal (EMCP) is a web-based 
facility providing a unified search and retrieval mechanism of available 
resources (innovative service and technologies), and configuration of 
partnership. 
Technical Collaboration Platform (TCP) provides an integrated 
collaborative working environment and enables different types of tools 
to operate in a unified and holistic manner for multi-disciplinary design 
and optimisation. 
http://euro-vip.eu 
Supporting means: EMCP 
Used to forge links 
between collaborators 
and disseminate project 
results to a larger 
audience, it is designed 
specifically for 
European maritime 






TCP interface and  
multi-disciplinary 
optimisation example 
Six case studies are underway, designed to demonstrate all four levels 
of collaboration envisaged. We expect them to show: 
• Decrease in time necessary for collaboration formation 
• Financial savings
• Improved and easier technology transfer 
• Increased levels of collaboration in the sector 
• Increase reach and overcome location limitations for companies 
involved 










Control types Content types
Collaboration types
Interactions
Medium – long-termLong-term Short-term
Fill in a template
Company ID; name, location; domain; no of people, their contact, 
expertise; contact
Product ID; Name; Version; License; Description
Information: Title, Summary
Services: Title, Summary, Time provision, Cost, Certificates








Suggestion of shared 
terminology 
































































































































notify all partners 
of new content
notify selected partners 
of new content
Proposal ideas; Tender calls
New research; Products; Services



































































































































































Establish links to 
external files
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Level 1 Level 2 
Level 3 Level 4 
Schem s f four ollaboratio  l vels applied i  the 
case studi s 
http://portal.euro-vip.eu 
Engaging the TCP and the EMCP to different degrees allows enterprises 
a flexibility of collaboration. From engaging only the EMCP to 
engaging mainly the TCP with limited use of the EMCP, enterprises can 
adopt four different levels of collaboration. 
Top down mode: Enterprises already have planned business activities. 
They first look up service providers from the EMCP, then integrate the 
activities through the TCP. 
Bottom up mode: Enterprises already deployed the TCP for 
collaboration. However, they need alternative providers. So they look 
up new providers from the EMCP, and then integrate them in their TCP 
process.  
Four levels of collaboration 
Two modes of collaboration 
